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From our president …

opportunity. You will find more information
about Project Healing Waters in the March
newsletter and on their website at
projecthealingwaters.org. Fitz, as he is
known, will present Project Healing Waters
to our members. A 30- to 40-minute
presentation, including a short video, will be
followed by questions, answers and
discussion.
In the near future, we will hold a
referendum to decide if the club will become
By Greg Williams
a Project Healing Waters sponsor. This is not
The second irregular meeting of the
a decision to be made lightly. Here are some
McKenzie Flyfishers will be broadcast by
things to consider before we vote:
Zoom at 7 pm June 15.
Some sponsoring clubs are
Our guest for this
minimally involved, with
Our monthly meeting will
important meeting will
only a few members
be Alan Fitzpatrick,
again be online only June
serving as volunteers;
Northwest Regional
other clubs are fully
15. Watch for an email
Coordinator for Project
engaged with their Project
Healing Waters Fly
invitation around the 13th. Healing Waters group.
Fishing, Inc. Project
How many of our
Healing Waters is
members should we expect to participate in
dedicated to the physical and emotional
the program? How many occasional
rehabilitation of disabled veterans and active
volunteers do we need to make sure at least a
military service personnel through fly
few of us will attend most of the Project
fishing. In addition to fishing trips, local
Healing Waters meetings and outings? It's
groups hold monthly meetings that might
unlikely we will have too many volunteers,
involve fly tying, rod building, casting
but we might have too few.
instruction or fly-fishing education.
We have some outstanding fly-tyers in
All Project Healing Waters groups must
the club. Will someone teach an occasional
be affiliated with an established fly-fishing
tying class at a monthly meeting? Will other
club. The Eugene/Springfield program
members come along to help? The Project
recently lost its sponsoring club, and the
Healing Waters organization will provide the
McKenzie Flyfishers are considering the

Project Healing
Waters on June
Zoom program
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vices, tools and materials. Will someone do
a presentation on entomology? Perhaps a
member and a few helpers will run a
workshop on knots, tippets and leaders.
How about rod building? The organization
will provide the tools, blanks and other
materials. Will someone step up to teach a
class? Will others be there to help, or even
to build rods of their own?
Outings need volunteers for a number of
tasks including, driving, serving food,
photography, and, of course, helping the
participants with their fishing. How many of
us will attend a Healing Waters outing at
least once every year or two? A successful
partnership will require a few of our
members to participate regularly and with
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enthusiasm, and we will need several more
to participate occasionally.
All of this does not have to happen at
once, or even quickly. A few dedicated
volunteers working with Fitz will be enough
to get the program up and running. Others
can join in as the collaboration grows.
However, we do not want to take the
commitment now, only to discover later that
there isn't enough interest within the club to
build a lasting partnership with a Project
Healing Waters group.
I urge every McKenzie Flyfishers
member to read the background material,
attend the June meeting, and think carefully
about the upcoming vote on this important
opportunity.

2020 OUTINGS SCHEDULE
*The East Lake outing in July is likely not happening, says Clint, since the other clubs
involved are continuing COVID-19 precautions.
DATE
June 16-19
July 13-15
July 15-22
Aug. 14-16
Aug 21-23
Sept. 25-27
Oct. 2-4
October

LOCATION
Deschutes River (canceled)
Cottonwood Campground on the
John Day (“A strong I hope so,” says Clint)
*East Lake (with RFF and SOFF)
Diamond Lake (group meal Aug. 15 only)
Crane Prairie Reservoir
Gold Lake (Death to Char)
Kalama Cup (North Umpqua steelhead)
Town Run (TBD)

FISHMASTER
Clint Brumitt

Jim Rhoten
Tom Fauria/Phil Johnson
Board of Directors
Ted Taylor

Possible additional outing locations include the very fishable and scenic North Fork of the
Middle Fork of the Willamette. As COVID-19 restrictions ease in Oregon, campgrounds and
boat ramps are opening, but eager anglers, many now unemployed, are filling campgrounds and
parking lots — even in mid-week. This might be a good summer to explore some less popular
lakes, rivers and ponds. Surf fishing anyone?
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Navigating the
tricky McKenzie
this summer
By Bill Laing
For all you lower river boaters and
flyfishers, here’s the latest information
regarding river usage — not an official
guide, only my observations. Check water
levels and call the sheriff’s Marine Patrol
about possible river blockages.
News from Lane County Parks and
Recreation: Hendricks Wayside Boat
Landing will be closed June 8 through Oct.
1. A new improved boat landing and parking
lot will be constructed. If possible, they will
provide a temporary alternate landing. After
June 8 call Lane County Parks for the
current status of the Hendricks Landing
(541) 682-2000.
EWEB will postpone its annual
Walterville Power Canal outage until
September this year. EWEB typically drains
the canal in early June to clean and make
repairs to the fish screen at Partridge Lane,
complete maintenance on the Walterville
Powerhouse, as well as to inspect the canal
and complete other maintenance projects.
EWEB had planned to dewater the canal
June 13-28 this year to avoid raising the
water level in the lower McKenzie River
during the annual free fishing weekend of
June 6-7. This outage will now take place in
September after Labor Day this year. EWEB
will provide advanced notice to guides and
other river users when dates for the
September outage are scheduled.
Early next week, EWEB will adjust the
flows into the Walterville Canal in order to
maintain approximately 10 percent more
water in the river than in the power canal
due to the projected low-flow conditions on
the McKenzie this summer. Based on
current forecasts, EWEB will begin
McKenzie Flyfishers
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adjusting flows into the Walterville Canal
following free fishing weekend, and will
maintain the adjusted flows through October
2020.
Boating safety possible hazards,
channel choices and blockages.
All runs are boatable from Hendricks
Wayside to Armitage Park. As river levels
drop below 2.0 on the Vida scale more
hazards may occur. (Internet search for
“McKenzie River water levels.”)
• Hendricks to Bellinger has changed
from the past few years. Take the second left
channel below the concrete EWEB fish
return structure at the end of the long flat
above the old route. If you take the old route
be prepared to drag your boat over a gravel
bar to return to the main river.
• Bellinger to Hayden is clear. When
you leave the landing, avoid taking the right
channel — be sure to take the straight
ahead, left channel past the large tree midchannel and stay river left until you pass the
purple house. About halfway through the
run where the river divides either channel
will work. Above Hayden Bridge I prefer
taking the right channel by sneaking around
the end of the logjam and then staying tight
against the left bank where you drop into the
Hayden rapid; however, both channels are
passable.
• Hayden to Harvest is a short run with
no hazards. Just above the boat landing, be
sure to take the left channel into the boat
landing. It’s not marked but easy to identify.
• Harvest to Armitage, avoid the river
left channel that goes by RiverBend. It’s full
of logs and root wads, so go straight. Above
Armitage avoid the side channels on river
right — go straight. No other issues on that
run.
This report on boating, hazards and
channel choices is not official, It is only my
observations from recent and prior
experiences, If you are confused or
disoriented call me for more details (541)
688-5439.
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Deschutes in the
time of COVID
Two river adventures in May
By Mark Campbell
The river opened the same as it always
does on a Wednesday
towards the end of
April. However, this
was no normal
opening of the
Deschutes river amidst
the COVID-19 scare.
Camp grounds were
closed, websites read
that all bathrooms
were locked, no
floating permits were
issued, the tribal side was closed… however
the big bugs were on schedule for early May
hatching. I had a permit in my cart to float May
8-10 only to have it revoked and thus my quest
of how to fish the big bugs during COVID
times started.
With no float permits being issued I called
the local shuttle company and found out some
locals were floating day trips, earliest one
reported was 5/5/20. I called the Oregon State
Police (OSP) dispatch and asked the question,
“Is it illegal to float the Deschutes from Mecca
to Trout Creek?” Response was vague but what
I was looking for, “It’s not illegal to be on the
river.” I clarified with, “The Warm Springs
boat ramp is all closed off but Mecca and Trout
Creek boat ramps have no signs.” Again, I was
told, “It is not illegal to be on the water.” With
that I decided 2020 Deschutes trip must go
forward as the enforcing agency said not illegal
and BLM governing agency said no float
permits.
I prepared for the trip as I always do with
the exception this would be my shortest trip
over ever, a day trip. I recruited a friend of
mine who was interested in the venture and as
McKenzie Flyfishers
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a backup plan we brought bikes with us in case
the boat ramps were closed. Upon arrival at
Mecca we found no signage at the boat ramp
that it was closed so we put our bikes in the
back of the car and unloaded the boat into the
water. Quickly one of the 50 folks down at
Mecca came up to instruct me there were no
float permits being issued. I told him what OSP
informed me of and said it’s not illegal to be on
the river. As we
floated more the
same questions
came from
onlookers, “How
come you get to
float?” For a
publicized closed
area, there were
people
everywhere, must
have been 50-70
people at Mecca, about a mile above Trout
Creek there was a guy fishing with four ladies
sunbathing behind him on the bank (two
topless). Trout Creek had easily 100 people and
people were camping everywhere except the
improved campgrounds.
The fishing was pretty epic with no boat
pressure. The island locations produced healthy
unsuspecting fish. We each landed half-dozen
plus in the 16- to 17-inch range. I caught two
whitefish over 20 inches while nymphing a
small purple pheasant tail, size 16, why purple!
As we got towards the end of the float there
was one last large island to be fished. We
anchored at the top and took an hour fishing.
As we came up out of the water we heard a
voice say, “Oregon State Police.” We turned
and looked as he said, “Where is your boater
permit?” I said, “We don’t have one as BLM
wouldn’t sell us one, but I called OSP and they
said it wasn’t illegal to be on the river.”
Questioning my story, he said, “Well, let’s
talk about this back at the boat.” We got back
to the boat and explained my same story to the
other officer. “Well I’m not the judge,” he said.
“You can call up records and get a recording of
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that but as far as I’m concerned you need a
permit to be on the river and I’ve got to write
you a ticket like I did to the boater behind you.”
He didn’t give me the $460 fine for being in the
Wild and Scenic area without a permit, but did
give me a ticket for floating without a permit.
Relieved to only have a $165 ticket, we floated
out to some more hecklers as we pulled out at
Trout Creek. $165 to have the lower Deschutes
all to yourself with no other
boats? Deal.
As we headed home my
buddy asked to see the ticket
and I said, “Can you believe
the cop was born in 1988?” My
buddy goes, “Why would they
put the officers DOB on your
ticket?” I saw I had a ticket without my name on
it. Did he print the wrong ticket? Did he give the
boater behind me a second ticket and handed it
to me? Did he not give me a valid ticket at all?
With COVID it was impossible to reach anyone
at the Madras Courthouse so I decided not to
worry about it for a while.
Finally, BLM was issuing floater passes for
the Deschutes and it coincided with Memorial
Day weekend. What a stupid plan to open the
river that weekend. I bought mine and organized
a group of four buddies to float and camp from
Thursday to Sunday. We met up with another
party at Grassy Camp where my buddy launched
at 5:15 am on Thursday to be first boat down and
get the spot. Not knowing what to expect as to
the volume of boats I headed out earlier than
normal so I didn’t leave him guarding two camp
spots by himself. As we launched at Warm
Springs we got the last parking spot and the river
was crowded, especially seeing as the tribal side
was still closed.
The first day my two buddies new to the river
hooked into some nice fish, my buddy Steve
catching the largest on an island upriver as
evening approached. The next day another boat
from our party showed up and they were into
Euro-nymphing. After our group had been
flogging camp water for a good bit of the day
and they got settled in camp, the new camp
McKenzie Flyfishers
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additions rigged up and proceeded to give a flyfishing clinic. Greg Gore had just finished fishing
the water when Preston entered to the water and
landed three 15-plus-inch redsides in a matter of
15 minutes. His girlfriend, who marked her oneyear fishing anniversary on the trip, caught five
large fish 50 yards downstream. OK, what are
you guys using? That is when I saw the stupidest
fly ever that fished like bait, a Tungsten Perdigon
Blue (image courtesy of
Deschutes Angler).
Quickly, Greg who hadn’t
landed “a toad” yet was learning
how this Euro setup worked.
Within 15 minutes he had
converted his nymph setup of
having a large nymph followed by
a smaller nymph tied off the bend of the hook
into a quasi-Euro setup of tying a triple surgeon
leaving a 3-inch tag for the smaller fly located
about 18 inches from the end of the line where
the heavy fly was tied on. All rigged up, Greg
gave it a whirl and he hooked up in camp water a
16-inch redside using a purple bead-headed
nymph. Having witnessed this clearly superior
rigging technique I decided to switch my setup
over and beg Preston for a “blue fly,” please.
With dry-fly fishing being extremely slow on big
bugs, a whole lot of snubs is all I was getting, so
I set out around 2 pm to try this quasi-Euro
nymphing setup.
I found a spot about 150 yards above camp
that I had caught large fish in years past and
watched the water while indulging on an IPA. I
could see a large white fish feeding from behind
a rock, it would move into the flow to feed and
then back behind the rock. Finishing up my
beverage I creeped down the bank into the water
and moved out onto a rock. Trying not to spook
the fish I was trying to wield my 10-foot nymph
stick from under the tree canopy. I floated it
through several times with no hook-up so I
attempted to get it up river further to get it
deeper in the zone and about 4 feet in front of the
fish I hooked up. My reel exploded and the fish
charged into the deeper current leaving me the
only option of going swimming. Good news, I
5
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was wet-wadding as the water crept up my
chest. I made my way downriver 20-30 feet and
was able to get the fish about 6 feet from me
and almost to the surface as I saw the monster
redside slab, easily 20 inches, but probably
more like 23 inches. With a 10-foot rod and
trees literally on top of me, there was no way I
could land this fish.
It stopped moving
at me, and because I
had no more room
to slide it in, it took
off into the heavy
water. As I
contemplated how
to get out from
under this tree
canopy, POP, it was
off. The blue fly had
broken off, leaving
the 4X line, *#$^$
%*#!
Gathering my
fly boxes, which were floating in the back eddy
as they came out of my pocket, and realizing
my non-waterproof phone was still in my
pocket, I dragged myself out of the water. Well,
that stupid little blue fly was gold, almost
landing me my largest redside in the lower 48.

2020 board and
committees
President: Greg Williams
President elect: Carolyn Mason
Secretary: Bob Howell
Treasurer: Mark Campbell
At-large board: Dick Barnhart, Tom Fauria,
Peggy Roga, Dave Thomas, Phil Johnson
Auction: (chair open) Peggy Roga, Jim
Rhoten, Dick Barnhart
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On the last day most of us were ready to
float out but we had to fish the islands on the
way out. As we pulled up to the last island
where two weeks prior I received my traffic
citation, fish were rising on the upriver side of
the island. It was what I was waiting for: large
15-plus-inch fish hitting the surface all over.
Trouble was you had to wade
up river waist deep and throw
back up into the wind at these
fish. I was able to hook five
nice fish, three on large
stoneflies and two on the
dropper. With some of our
party ready to go, we rolled
out to the boat ramp.
As we pulled up to the boat
ramp low and behold the OSP
trooper who wrote me the
ticket approached and said,
“Can I see your boater pass?”
I said, “Yeah I’ve got it, but I
need to talk to you. Do you
remember me?” He said, “No, should I?” I said,
“Two weeks ago you wrote me a ticket, but it
didn’t have my…” He interrupted and said, “It
was dismissed,” and that is how my 2020
COVID-19 Deschutes trip came full circle.
Oh yeah, did I mention we ate rattle snake?

Website: Liz Yocom
Membership: Dick Barnhart (head), Steve
Hackett (host), Peggy Roga (host)
Newsletter: Ted Taylor
Outings: Clint Brumitt
Library: Carolyn Mason
Holiday party: Tom Fauria
Annual picnic: Jeff DeVore
Conservation: Arlen Thomason
Education: Tim Knerr, Clint Brumitt
FFI rep.: Terry Willis
Programs: Al Eckerdt (head), Mark
Campbell, Scott Halpert, Bill Laing, Mike
Starr, Mike Brinkley
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Snazzy club logo
shirts in the works
We have arranged with Triangle Graphics to
produce fishing shirts for the club. These are
highest-quality Eddie Bauer shirts in ripstop
polyester, including all the features you would
expect from a great fishing shirt. The MFF logo
will be embroidered directly onto the shirt
above the right pocket. The shirts are available
in sizes S-XL at our cost of $48.25. Larger sizes
are available for a few dollars more. The shirts
come in your choice of driftwood, boulder, teal
or white, and a short-sleeved version is also
available.
Triangle is arranging a private online store
for us that will allow members to order their
shirts directly. A web link to the store will be
sent out by email as soon as the store is ready.
We will collect orders for a week or so, then
send the batch out for production. We will also
order several extra shirts so that we have some
available for individual sales in the future.
Additional orders can be arranged at a later date.

The timing is tight, but the shirts might be
ready to wear at the annual McKenzie River
Cleanup June 27. This is our first project with
Triangle Graphics; a club T-shirt will come next.
So, go fishing in style in your new MFF swag
shirt! — Greg Williams

Liars Lunch carries on
with Zoom technology
Friday club lunch gatherings
have been happening for many
years at local Chinese
restaurants, and now Liars
Lunch is even cheaper and
easier. The fun is still there, but
the service and food can be
terrible. We’ve taught each
other digital tricks, including
creative virtual backgrounds.
Email Greg Williams if you
want to be included on the
invitation list. — TJT
McKenzie Flyfishers
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Our club’s
Life Members
• Jim Boyd
• Bob Bumstead
• Jim Dougher

•
•
•
•
•
•

Skip Hosfield
Bill Laing
Hal Legard
Glen Love
Frank Moore
Peter Patricelli
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• Bob Rasmussen
• Mike Starr
• Dave Thomas

INVITATION TO JOIN
You do not have to be an expert fly fisher to join the McKenzie Flyfishers. Our monthly meetings
are an excellent opportunity to meet other area anglers, to have the best of regional experts on
subjects dear to the hearts of fly fishers — and our outings and classes are wonderful ways to hone
skills and lead local waters first-hand. Interested? Just curious? Contact Dick Barnhart, (541)
501-1774.

Looking for somewhere diﬀerent to fish where few people go? Next time you head to
the coast, take a left before the bridge into Mapleton and explore the Siuslaw backwaters
oﬀ Sweet Creek Road. This is Duncan Slough, which can be reached by boat from
Tiernan upriver, and elsewhere Check the tides so you go with the flow. — TJT

Have stories and photos for the newsletter? Or
letters to the editor? Email Ted Taylor at
juliated@comcast.net
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